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LB-1500 Digital LCD Polarizing Microscope 
with 12.0MP Camera

- Adopts a polarizing light to observe and research objects which have double refraction features.
- The 12.0MP high resolution camera has real time imaging display and video recording function.
- With a high definition 9” LCD screen.
- 12VDC power supply safety and reliability of low voltage (Input Voltage 90-240V).
- HDMI interface for connecting to other LCD monitor or projector via HDMI cable.- HDMI interface for connecting to other LCD monitor or projector via HDMI cable.
- 4G SD Card for image, video storage and printing.
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LB-112 Monocular Biological MicroscopeIntroduction
LB-1500 Digital LCD Polarizing Microscopes with Infinity Optical System (12.0MP) adopts a polarizing light to observe and 
research objects which have double refraction features, users can make single polarizing observation, orthogonal 
observation, conoscope observation. Eyepieces and an LCD screen can both be used for easy and comfortable viewing for 
yourself and to share with others.

ThisThis patented microscope makes the observation more comfortable and thoroughly resolves the fatigue caused by using a 
traditional microscope at work for a long time. It not only features high resolution of LCD display to generate genuine photo 
and video, but also features for quick and easy snapshots or short videos. This product integrates magnification, digital 
enlarge, imaging display, photo and video capture&storage on the SD card. It also can be connected to other LCD monitor 
or projector via HDMI interface.

Applications
LLB-1500 Digital LCD Polarizing Microscopes with Infinity Optical System (12.0MP) is mainly used to observe the crystal of 
liquid macromolecule polymer, biomedical polymer and liquid crystal. It is widely applied in mineralogy, biology, chemistry, 
botany, plant pathology, zoology and other fields. It is the ideal instrument for scientific research and universities teaching 
and study.

Technical Specifications
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Sample Images
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